Introduction
Recently, acoustic properties of various structure systems of the buildings concerning noise reduction are becoming the major field of investigation among scientists, designers and manufacturers. The reasons of noise, which is propagating in the air and structural medium of the rooms, are human activities, sound expression of human emotions, and processes of the technical machinery systems. Control of these processes to reduce the noise is usually very complicated and sometimes impossible. That's why this problem is usually solved by using passive noise damping systems which are based on sound wave absorption, diffraction and throughput losses, and reduction of oscillations. Recent years show the growth of unique buildings for industry, leisure and sports, and the need of prediction of structural system behaviour subjected to acoustic load is becoming more and more important to effectively reduce noise inside the building as well as outside during design, construction and exploitation. To be able to predict the interaction between building structure systems [1] [2] [3] and acoustic field, modelling of closed space structure (wall, ceiling, flooring, partition walls) geometry and physical properties influence on noise (sound) parameters under acoustic load at given space point is performed. The investigation of such influence can be done by applying both mathematical and physical modelling, which can be realized by analytical method or applying numerical methods. Evaluating different physical and mechanical properties of the closed space structure (walls, ceilings, flooring, partition walls) of the building, including possible damages, the latter can be considered as non-homogeneous.
Existing empirical [4] , simplified analytic [5, 6] and numerical [7] [8] [9] sound propagation models, do not allow to accurately identify not only the field created by the sound source at the particular point of the real space, but also to quality identify the influence of the structure of noise reduction means and acoustic properties on the sound pressure level at particular point. Due to these problems wider application of numerical experiments is limited. Physical modelling also has its limits -sound pressure isoline picture has to be created. This process requires a lot of time and technical resources, and prevents from fast response to changing technical environment.
To effectively reduce noise in the buildings, acoustic field models, which depend on closed space properties [7, 8, 10] , are needed. The latter have influence on field parameters and its distribution in the investigated space [5, 9] .
The analysis shows there are no mathematical models which would allow using numerical methods researching physical properties, geometry, and condition change of the building structure influence on acoustic noise at particular space point and real conditions, and particular nonhomogeneity.
With the help of acoustic field 2D and 3D models created in this work, the interaction between acoustic field and non-homogeneous structure using real exploitation conditions and condition of the structure (for example mechanical defect of the system) will be investigated.
FEM based models for acoustic field and building structure
Two models of acoustic field interaction with the structure have been created and investigated. First modeltwo dimensional. Interaction between partition wall and acoustical medium has been modelled (given different conditions of the partition wall). Second model -three dimensional model, which is used to analyze two floorcolumn structure, using acoustic and mechanical excitation and different nonhomogeneity degrees of the structure. Possible mechanical system defect -reduction of rigidity due to floor flaw, has been modelled during the second modelling. In both models the meshing was chosen according to the rule of six elements per wavelength. The ANSYS 10 software package has been used for both models.
Interaction between partition wall and acoustic field 2D model
The researched two dimensional model consisted of acoustic and structural mediums. FLUID29 and PLANE42 elements have been used for the modelling. Harmonic analysis has been performed during modelling. During the analysis the system has been harmonically excited applying sound pressure of particular magnitude and concentrated horizontal force at the top point of the partition wall with the resonance frequency of the partition wall. The condition of the acoustic partition wall has been altered during analysis, i.e., gypsum wallboard without defect and with flaw defect was modelled. The partition wall defect has been modelled altering its rigidity while bending, by forming a horizontal crack of 2. The results show that under harmonic excitation, the changed condition of the partition wall changes the acoustic field. If the partition wall is with defect, max sound pressure values are at the top part of the partition wall and not at the source area as it is in case of the partition wall without defect. What concerns deformations of the partition wall, we see that acoustic load increase deformations. In case of the partition wall with defect, deformation increases by 10% compared to the partition wall without defect.
Interaction between floor-column and acoustic field 3D model
The investigated three dimensional model consisted of acoustic and structural mediums. FLUID30 and SOLID45 elements have been used for the modelling. Harmonic analysis has been performed during modelling. During this analysis, the system has been excited applying harmonic sound pressure of particular magnitude. Condition of the structure has been altered during analysis, i.e., a structure made from concrete without defect and with defect has been modelled. The defect has been modelled changing floor material elasticity modulus. The value of the elasticity module was diminished by 30% for the second floor in a width of 0.6 m along its symmetry axis across whole thickness. The distance between excitation source and the partition wall was 1 m. Physical properties (Figs. 6 -8) .
The results show that acoustic excitation has influence on the structure deformation state. We see that acoustic load of the same magnitude and frequency (using harmonic excitation) can trigger heavier deformations of the structure with defect. Deformations under acoustic load increase by 12% compared to the structure without defect.
Conclusion
The results of the research presented here have theoretical and practical importance. Theoretical models reveal the effects of nonhomogeneous structures acoustic field formation, and in practice -these results can be used to identify the condition of mechanical system (in this case -nonhomogeneous structure) more accurately using diagnostic algorithms, for example, during automated monitoring of the buildings condition with increased noise pressure bursts (such as sports arenas).
